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110 Different Ways to Sing – Singing Time Cards 

When you’ve learned the song and already used some of our fun singing time lesson plans to teach the words, now it’s time to just build in tons of 

repetition! If you’re looking for tons of ways to sing through the song over and over and over again, these fun singing time cards with 110 different 

ways to sing will come to the rescue! You can incorporate these ideas into any of your singing time lesson plans, too!  

How to Play:  

Select a group of ways to sing cards from below. You can include a mix of your favorites or pick a category to start with. Cut out the cards, fold 

them in half, then put them in a big jar or bowl.  

Pick out a song you want to practice and sing through in Primary. Sing through it once before pulling out your fun ways to sing cards.  

Have a helper come up and pick out one of the ways to sing from the jar. Give simple instructions, if necessary, and then sing through the song. 

Repeat with a new way to sing or fun way to divide the room and repeat singing the song again and again with new actions each time.  

Alternate Ideas to Use the Singing Ways Cards:  

• Add in a variety of songs. Roll a dice and assign one song to each number. For fewer songs than 6 you can add in fun extra options like 

Teacher’s choice, Kids choice, choice of ANY song, Repeat the last song (and action), etc. With 2-3 songs you can simply split by even and 

odd numbers or any other division that makes sense!  

• Have the helper pick two ways to sing cards, and then let them choose between the two options.  

• Use a number picker app (“Hey Google!”) and have it pick a number between 1-110. Use that method for your way to sing!  

• Have the kids help you come up with fun ways to sing and use those ideas instead or add them to your collection.   

Color Coded: 

I’ve used a variety of colors (print pages 2-7) to help segment the ideas and make it easier for you to sort through and find just the one you’re 

looking for. You can use the ways to sing in batches which will help keep them fresh and interesting, since there are so many to choose from! Or 

pick choose from all the options below to have a fun custom mix of ways to sing for your Primary!  

- Blue = Movement and Using a Sign 

- Green = Beat and Rhythm actions and Challenging Ways to Sing 

- Yellow = Singing Styles and Make your own 

- Purple = Body Part Actions and Act like a Character 

- Orange = People Interaction and Ways to Divide the room 

There is also a black and white option below (print pages 8-13). Just add colored paper to your printer and you’ll instantly have fun colorful singing 

time cards without using up your colored ink.   
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Balance on one foot touch your toes 

Turn Right after Each Measure sing on your knees 

Draw shapes while you sing spin at the end of the song 

use hand actions for the words line dance right and left 

stand up for the chorus Do the cha-cha 

bend side to side Country Singer 

jump on a keyword Opera Singer 

sing with terrible then perfect posture  Use a Baby Voice 

rub belly and pat your head Whistle Instead of Singing 
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march in place Hum the Song 

Sing like a Professional Choir Lasso like a cowboy 

Can you Rap the Words? do a robot dance 

Whisper Sing flap arms like a bird 

Yodel Sing dance like a hula dancer 

Sing with Ooohs and Aaahs strike a Frankenstein pose 

Sing underwater style pretend to fly like a superhero 

sing into a microphone sing like a giant (deep and Low) 

Sing like a Pirate (“arrr”) play an air guitar 

Sing like a Cat (“Meow”) Ride a bike while you sing 
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Sing like a Cow (“Moo”) lead music like a conductor 

Face your neighbor nod to the beat 

front row turns and faces back row alternate feet on the beat 

everyone faces the back of the room clap on every rest 

stand in a circle clap on every beat 

sing with the lights off clap on every other beat 

link arms with a neighbor clap double speed 

high five a neighbor on keyword pat on every word 

mirror partner actions stomp to the rhythm 

Sing louder when near hidden object sway with the rhythm 
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play four corners rub hands with the speed of the song 

Close your eyes sing with a big smile 

don’t blink! sing with your mouth wide open 

wink as you sing make a silly face while you sing 

plug your nose make jazz hands on a keyword 

cover your ears arms and legs glued in place 

hold your tongue boys vs girls 

don’t move your lips teachers vs students 

fold arms right side vs left side 

bow head front row vs back row 
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tap the beat on your knee junior vs senior 

class vs class Stop and Go sign 

even age vs odd age hum or sing sign 

divide by hair color soft or loud sign 

divide by eye color music leader vs kids sign 

divide by clothing color or style slow or fast sign 

count off 1,2,3,4.. sit and stand sign 

Favorite Holiday: Halloween or Christmas sway and freeze sign 

Favorite Season: Summer or Winter hop or balance sign 

Favorite Pet: Dog or Cat right vs left sign 
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Favorite Subject: Math or English smooth and choppy sign 

Skip singing specific keyword  

sing silently in your head  

sing without looking at words/music  

sing without the accompaniment  

pause singing when music stops  

sing the whole song with one big breath  

sing every other word  

hold a squat for the whole song  

push-up and sing  
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start at the chorus then loop back around  

Balance on one foot touch your toes 

Turn Right after Each Measure sing on your knees 

Draw shapes while you sing spin at the end of the song 

use hand actions for the words line dance right and left 

stand up for the chorus Do the cha-cha 

bend side to side Country Singer 

jump on a keyword Opera Singer 

sing with terrible then perfect posture  Use a Baby Voice 

rub belly and pat your head Whistle Instead of Singing 
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march in place Hum the Song 

Sing like a Professional Choir Lasso like a cowboy 

Can you Rap the Words? do a robot dance 

Whisper Sing flap arms like a bird 

Yodel Sing dance like a hula dancer 

Sing with Ooohs and Aaahs strike a Frankenstein pose 

Sing underwater style pretend to fly like a superhero 

sing into a microphone sing like a giant (deep and Low) 

Sing like a Pirate (“arrr”) play an air guitar 

Sing like a Cat (“Meow”) Ride a bike while you sing 
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Sing like a Cow (“Moo”) lead music like a conductor 

Face your neighbor nod to the beat 

front row turns and faces back row alternate feet on the beat 

everyone faces the back of the room clap on every rest 

stand in a circle clap on every beat 

sing with the lights off clap on every other beat 

link arms with a neighbor clap double speed 

high five a neighbor on keyword pat on every word 

mirror partner actions stomp to the rhythm 

Sing louder when near hidden object sway with the rhythm 
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play four corners rub hands with the speed of the song 

Close your eyes sing with a big smile 

don’t blink! sing with your mouth wide open 

wink as you sing make a silly face while you sing 

plug your nose make jazz hands on a keyword 

cover your ears arms and legs glued in place 

hold your tongue boys vs girls 

don’t move your lips teachers vs students 

fold arms right side vs left side 

bow head front row vs back row 
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tap the beat on your knee junior vs senior 

class vs class Stop and Go sign 

even age vs odd age hum or sing sign 

divide by hair color soft or loud sign 

divide by eye color music leader vs kids sign 

divide by clothing color or style slow or fast sign 

count off 1,2,3,4.. sit and stand sign 

Favorite Holiday: Halloween or Christmas sway and freeze sign 

Favorite Season: Summer or Winter hop or balance sign 

Favorite Pet: Dog or Cat right vs left sign 
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Favorite Subject: Math or English smooth and choppy sign 

Skip singing specific keyword  

sing silently in your head  

sing without looking at words/music  

sing without the accompaniment  

pause singing when music stops  

sing the whole song with one big breath  

sing every other word  

hold a squat for the whole song  

push-up and sing  
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start at the chorus then loop back around  

 

Permissions & Use Policy 
Thank you for downloading this printable. Your download grants license for the personal and church use of the individual purchaser. This license may also extend 

to other co-teachers, assistants, or others who may help and assist you in teaching this lesson. That means, you may purchase and print and utilize this printable 

as well as prepare this lesson as an activity for a substitute or with the help of an assistant. You may also share the printed resources with your immediate 

predecessor (the music leader who follows you) for use during the remainder of the current year’s lesson plans.  

Our digital files may not be further passed on, shared, distributed, or given out to any other individuals. In sharing the printed resources, the license does not 

continue to extend to those individuals for use beyond the continuation of use for which it was initially purchased for with a limited-use license.  

Any additional music leaders, teachers, assistants, or other individuals who would like their own personal copy of the digital files and resources should obtain 

their own copy with license. Copies of all our resources can be found at www.PrimarySinging.com. 

 

Copyright Protection 
Copying any part of this work, sharing digital copies, distributing by print beyond the use permissions, or any other form of releasing this file is a violation of 

copyright law. Additionally, it is a violation of copyright law adapt or modify and share this digital work as your own creation when sourced from another 

person’s copyrighted work.  

We do encourage, and appreciate, sharing the direct link to our original resources and files with those who may be interested. You can additionally share how 

you used and adapted the files for your own use to inspire others for how they might choose to use these files within the acceptable use policies.  

 

Help & Feedback 
If you need any help or additional information on the acceptable use and policies of our digital files, you can reach out to us directly from the contact form or 

email address shared on our website www.PrimarySinging.com.  

http://www.primarysinging.com/
http://www.primarysinging.com/
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We would love to hear ideas on how to improve and additional ideas for use of our printables! We welcome your feedback and experiences! You can also share 

your experiences using the hashtag #PrimarySinging on your favorite social media channels.  

Thank you for your support! 


